Vomiting farts

The relief teacher

A soldier from the future

Doing a haka

Winning the World Cup

Stopping a robbery

Escaping from the zoo

Jumping into an active volcano

Riding a sheep to school
Holding your breath

Playing bagpipes

Hauling up the North Island

Dancing like your Dad

The bush

A Pacific atoll

A galaxy far, far away

The peak of Mount Everest

The 31st century
The Titanic

The shower

A funeral

The ferry

Mars

The Santa Parade

A mako shark

Five thousand wētā

My Small Horsey
| 31 | Organs wrapped in tin-foil |
| 32 | A diseased kiwi |
| 33 | A hot-dog eating competition |
| 34 | A monster truck |
| 35 | An asteroid field |
| 36 | The earth, blowing up |
| 37 | Too tight shorts |
| 38 | Sausage rolls |
| 39 | Kina |
A legendary sword
A broken wand
An angry clown
The Prime Minister
My imaginary friend
An extreme skateboarder
A hippopotamus jockey
An apprentice spy
A nose-picker
Carving a hei-tiki

A hei-tiki is a figure-like neck ornament usually carved from greenstone.

An enraged ape
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